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incredible sales in your store today!



now have over

across the UK and Ireland
6000 displays

Our merchandising teams 
are here to help!

Display options

Every store has their very own dedicated 
Creative merchandising and sales consultant. 
The function of the consultants is to guide and 
advise the stores on the ever-changing range 
of current interesting products, to arrange 
sales activities, and to a large extent take care 
of the practical handling of display positioning 
and filling of the product display stands in 
each.

There are various screen and merchandising 
options available to you. We can supply 18.5 
inch and 32 inch media screens for use on 
our free-standing displays or alternatively 
on metre ends or slat-walls. Our bespoke 
display stands have wood effect vinyl graphics 
that look great in any retail environment. 
Our flexible approach means we can find a 
merchandising solution for even the smallest 
of space.

Creative in-store TV 

We bring products to life. 
Isn’t it time you took a stand?

Most suppliers will sell you stock. Then it’s up 
to you, the risk is yours. If sales are poor you 
sit on stock and then have to discount it out 
to help cash flow. As a promotions company, 
we like to focus on one product at a time on 
our displays, although many of our customers 
have multiple displays in their stores.

This single product focus really generates 
high volume sales, whereas multiple products 
dilute the impact. It’s like the old saying, 
less is more. We will work with you to tailor 
a promotional programme where we rotate 
the stock on the displays periodically, from 
one great selling item to another, giving your 
customers something new and exciting every 
few months. But we don’t stop there, all 
promotional products are supplied on a sale 
or return basis, which means we take back 
any old promotional stock and credit you for 
it! With a team of merchandisers across the 
whole of the UK and Ireland and a strong back 
office team, you can be sure of great customer 
service.

It’s hard to resist media these days. Television, smart phones and tablets 
absorb and engage almost every one of us. This is why Creative Products 
instore TV advertising works so well. Our instore screens and display stands 
engage with customers, stopping them in their tracks. Our product films are 
carefully crafted to quickly establish the products key selling points bringing 
the product to life for the consumer.

We offer a Creative solution
The management team at Creative have 
over 40 years’ experience of TV promotions 
between them and our buying team visit all 
the major world trade shows to ensure the 
most current trending products are brought to 
market ahead of the competition. We test each 
item in the market so everything that makes it 
in to this catalogue has a strong, proven sales 
record. From garden centres to gift shops, 
department stores to DIY shops, all are part 
of our ever-expanding customer base, so why 
not join them? You really have nothing to lose! 

Several of our customers 
generate in excess of

You could be next!

from our amazing TV promotion 
sales concept.

£100K
turnover per store
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Stay Fresh  
Stretch Lids

Super Squidgy

Reusable silicone lids that lock 
in the freshness

Each stretch lid has four tabs around the 
edge for ensuring that your contents remain 
airtight. Simply pull down a stretch lid over 
the top of your container and pull the tabs to 
create a vacuum and seal the lid.

Dishwasher safe.

Product Code: C7363   Box Quantity: 24

Product Code: C7530   Box Quantity: 48

Kitchenware Kitchenware

Hygienic and reusable multipurpose silicone sponge

Antibacterial, flexible and scratch proof, Super Squidgy is the 
perfect practical sponge that washes and cleans dishes, glasses, 
kitchenware, shelving, sinks, stoves, countertops and much more. 

Made of soft, sturdy antibacterial scratch proof silicone,  
Super Squidgy can be used over and over again and is the 
perfect cleaning aid for around the house.

Dishwasher safe.

54



Super Strainer
The space saving colander that 
opens and collapses in a click!

Product Code: C7530   Box Quantity: 24

Provides great capacity and also collapses down to 
a thickness of 3.5cms making it ideal for storing in a 
drawer. Ideal for storing in kitchen, caravan or camping 
environments.

Perfect for draining pasta, salads, fruit and vegetables.

Food safe.

The versatile stacking food storage box 

Stay Fresh Stackers

This secure stacking system is ideal for cold cut meats, 
cheese and fruit and for when space is at a premium.

The box has a 470ml capacity and the lid opens up  
90 degrees for easy access.

Dimensions 17 x 24.5 x 3.7cms.

Dishwasher, freezer and microwave safe.

The versatile stacking food storage box

Product Code: C7517   Box Quantity: 24

Kitchenware

76

Kitchenware



BBQ Pan

Product Code: C7161   Box Quantity: 12

The new BBQ Pan from Creative Products is a must 
for any barbecue fan worth their salt. The perforated 
pan allows you to cook fish, prawns, vegetables, 
potatoes and even fruit, such as banana fritters on 
your barbecue, safe in the knowledge that the food 
will cook thoroughly and evenly without falling into 
the barbecue itself and keeping it separate from 
burgers, sausages and chicken. 

BBQ Pan has a 30cm diameter and fold-away 
wooden handle. 

Combo Tap

Product Code: C7428   Box Quantity: 24

Multi-function spray nozzle with 3 spray 
settings allows for effective rinsing and washing.

Fits most common faucets with standard 
22mm/24mm thread, can be dismantled for 
descaling and a rotational ball joint simplifies 
cleaning.

SIMPLE 
TO FIT

Kitchenware

98

Kitchenware



The Squidgy Thing
Hygienic and reusable multipurpose 
silicone sponge

Product Code: C7263   Box Quantity: 24

It offers super strength and durability with no need to throw 
away sponges.

Scratchproof - ideal for pots, pans, ovens and delicate 
materials and flexible for cleaning inside glasses.

It’s resistant to high temperatures so can be used as 
an oven glove and the non slip material is perfect for 
unscrewing tight jars and containers making it the ideal 
kitchen companion.

The electrostatic bristles attract and catch dust and hair 
making it ideal for cleaning tasks around the home.

Dishwasher safe.

Product Code: C7434   Box Quantity: 12

Clever Colander has a clever tilting system 
comprising side hooks and release button which 
allows for washing and draining in one easy action.

Perfect for hot or cold foods, bringing food to the table 
and can be used for storage and defrosting.

Dishwasher safe.

The rocking straining bowl 
that transforms washing 
and draining of food

Clever Colander

Kitchenware Kitchenware

1110



Product Code: C7209     Box Quantity: 24  

The Creative space-saving under-shelf storage 
containers for fridges and more. Makes valuable use of 
unused space in any fridge. Organise and safely store 
small food items. Built in ventilation holes. Easy to clean. 
Can be used around the home and office too.

Slide and Store

Kitchenware Kitchenware

1312

Product Code: C7188     Box Quantity: 24  

Quick Chop
With built in pull cord and rotating mechanism

Chops, slices, mixes and whips with ease.

Simply place the appropriate blades in 
the mixing bowl and fill with your chosen 
ingredients.

Twist and click the lid in position, then 
pull the cord to achieve great results in 
seconds.



Smart Cook 
Microwave Steamer

For healthy meals in minutes this much loved 
microwave steamer is the perfect way to cook 
vegetables, fish and poultry quickly. Nutritionists 
recognise that steaming is a great way of preserving 
essential vitamins and minerals in fresh vegetables. 

Dishwasher safe and easy to clean.

Product Code: C7067   Box Quantity: 12

Kitchenware Kitchenware

1514

It’s so much more than a pair of scissors!
This versatile tool is made of hardened (tempered) steel 
and has a large comfortable grip. Can be used right or left 
handed. Opens bottles, crushes garlic, cuts fabric, strips 
wire …and the list goes on. Ideal for use in the kitchen, 
garden, office and workshop. 

Dishwasher safe.

Product Code: C7148   Box Quantity: 24

Rhino Scissors



Product Code: C7175   Box Quantity: 24

This 2 in 1 knife and cutting board chops and slices 
your favourite foods in seconds.

Great for vegetables, fruit, cheese, meat and more.

Features razor sharp stainless steel blade and spring 
loaded soft grip handle with safety catch.

Smart Cutter

Kitchenware Kitchenware

16
Product Code: C7528   Box Quantity: 24

The Mighty Extendable 
Marshmallow Fork
The telescopic design helps keep you and your 
children a safe distance away from fires and flames 
when toasting marshmallows, cooking sausages, 
beefburgers and much more. 

•  Great for campfire cooking and barbecues

•  Telescopic handle extends to 85cms

•  Tactile grooved handle

•  Easy to clean and store

17



Micro Mate is a carry tray, splatter guard and two tier 
stand all in one! No more burnt fingers, simply place 
your meal on Micro Mate in carry tray mode.

The heat resistant plastic removes the need to use oven 
gloves when handling hot dishes and plates. Used as 
a stand you can now cook two meals at once. With its 
built-in vent hole Micro Mate can also be used as a 
splatter guard. 

Product Code: C7056   Box Quantity: 24

Micro Mate

1918

Kitchenware Kitchenware

Product Code: C7266   Box Quantity: 24

Non-stick reusable grilling mat.

The perfect, healthy way to BBQ meat, sausages, 
seafood and vegetables or bake in the oven. 

Sits directly on top of the grill rack and helps 
prevent food from falling through. 

Heat resistant, durable and reusable Grill Mesh 
can be used on gas, charcoal, propane and 
electric heat sources.

Clean with hot water and a brush.

36cms x 42cms.

Dishwasher safe.

Grill Mesh

Can easily be cut to the desired shape.



Featuring two stainless steel wires, one for 
thick slices and one for thin, Cheese Slicer 
glides effortlessly through hard and soft 
cheeses and can be used left or right handed. 

Product Code: C7074   Box Quantity: 24

Cheese Slicer

Kitchenware Kitchenware

2120

No home should be without this multi 
purpose, compact kitchen gadget. 

The brightly coloured Multi Opener is the 
perfect tool for opening bottle tops, jars, 
drinks cans, ring pulls and screw tops.

Product Code: C7075   Box Quantity: 24

Kitchen Genie
Multi Opener

®



Garden Garden

Dead Head Snipz
With spring action handle for 
simple dead heading and pinching

Regular dead heading with these great mini 
snips promotes longer flowering, improved 
appearance and healthier plants. Ideal for 
pinching back annuals and cutting herbs.

Spring action handles for simple pinching and 
carbon steel blades for a sharp, clean cut.

Compact size for easy reach into centre of 
plants.

Product Code: C7276   Box Quantity: 48

Broom Rake
The extendable broom with a difference

Broom Rake is equally effective 
on wet and dry surfaces such as 
concrete, paving, bricks, carpet, 
decking, grass, leaves and even 
snow!

The extendable, telescopically 
adjustable handle measures from 
80cm-140cm for maximum made 
to measure comfort.

The unique curved bristles make 
for super efficient cleaning putting 
less strain on your back.

Product Code: C7526   Box Quantity: 12

2322



Garden Garden

Product Code: C7093   Box Quantity: 24

Keeps indoor and outdoor plants fed and 
watered while you’re away. Eco-friendly - 
conserve water and use recycled bottles. 

Compatible with most recycled drinks bottles, 
fill one with water, screw the cone tightly in 
place using the bottle’s existing thread, turn 
it on its head and push the cone into the 
soil, close to your plant’s roots, as far as the 
collar will allow. If the bottle won’t fit the cone 
directly, use one of the adapters provided.

Available in packs of six.

Aqua Save
Watering Cones

Product Code: C7178   Box Quantity: 12

Ideal for planters, pots, hanging baskets and more.

Can keep plants watered for up to two weeks.

Aqua Save Watering Globes work by capillary 
action, ensuring your plants will always have the 
correct amount of water. The watering globes 
administer a steady dose of water that is absorbed 
as your soil dries out. That means no more 
overflowing drainage trays or waterlogged plants. 

For house plants and garden plants all year around.

Aqua Globes

2524



Aqua Lance

Product Code: C7389   Box Quantity: 24

The fully adjustable telescopic watering 
wand with 8 spray patterns

Shower

Flat Soaker

ConeCentre

MistRinse

Jet

The 180 degree rotating head, adjustable telescopic 
handle and flow control adjuster makes Aqua Lance 
ideal for car washing, lawns and gardens and 
showering pets.

The lance extends from 81 to 123cms.

Garden Garden

2726

Product Code: C7036   Box Quantity: 24

Powershot’s solid brass hose nozzle 
really packs a punch. Powershot 
connects quickly and easily to most 
makes of hose connector and the 
variable spray control can save you 
as much as 45% water at the same 
time giving you up to 45% more 
water pressure.

Powershot



Garden Garden

Product Code: C7045   Box Quantity: 12

Easy Weeder is an effective, effortless 
weed and root extractor. With its simple 
lever action and durable construction this 
ingeniously designed tool is a ‘must have’ for 
your garden. Bending, kneeling, pulling and 
the use of expensive, harmful chemicals will 
become a thing of the past. Great for spot 
weeding most common types of lawn weed.

Easy Weeder

2928

The Mighty Little Digger
The ideal tool for all those digging, weeding and 
planting jobs in your garden.

Carbon steel blade and prongs for heavy duty use and 
an ergonomic rubber handle for comfortable grip cuts 
through small shrub and tree roots and hard soil.

Product Code: C7264   Box Quantity: 24



Garden Garden

Interchangeable head with tough and 
durable steel brushes.

The wide brush is ideal for removing moss 
and algae from paving and decking.

The narrow brush with built-in scraping tool 
helps remove moss and weeds from joints 
and edges, block paving and many other 
surfaces.

The adjustable telescopic handle extends 
to 140cm.

Product Code: C7104   Box Quantity: 12

    Replacement Decking Brush Head - Product Code: C7142   Box Quantity: 24

    Replacement Mortar Joint Brush Head - Product Code: C7143   Box Quantity: 24

Block Paving Brush Set
& Replacement Heads

With 
telescopic 

handle

This all in one, multi-purpose sharpener 
is suitable for use on every garden tool 
from shears to secateurs. It can be 
used left or right handed and the handle 
contains a tube of anti-rust oil and an 
applicator sponge to ensure tools stay 
sharper for longer. 

Tool Sharp

Product Code: C7097   Box Quantity: 24

3130



Garden Garden

Fast Fix Hook and Loop Tape is the quick and easy 
way to secure plants, branches and young trees.

Waterproof, durable, flexible and soft, it’s quick to fit 
and delicate on tender plant material. Simply cut to 
length and overlap to fix. Can be used again and again 
instead of string, wire or regular tape. 

Not just for the garden, Fast Fix is ideal for fixing and 
organising a multitude of items around the home. 

Fast Fix  
Hook and Loop Tape

Product Code: C7222   Box Quantity: 48

3332

Handy Seeder is the quick and easy way to sow 
seeds. By varying the pressure on the release 
button, it allows the accurate distribution of 
seeds. Ideal for pots and plug trays. 

Product Code: C7081   Box Quantity: 24

Handy Seeder



Garden Garden

Fly Away is a safe and environmentally 
friendly device for keeping flies off food. 

The soft, flexible blades rotate quietly and 
they are completely safe to touch. Reach 
over for food and the blades will stop.

An on and off switch is located at the 
bottom of the device along with a battery 
compartment. 

Requires 2 x AA batteries which are not 
included.

Product Code: C7218   Box Quantity: 24

Fly Away

3534

Sprinkle a little fun with this novelty 
flower water spray. 

Made of sturdy plastic and fully 
adjustable, Flower Shower simply 
connects to all standard garden hoses. 
Keep the lawn watered whilst having fun.

Flower Shower

Product Code: C7091   Box Quantity: 12



Cleaning Sticks

Houseware Houseware

3736

Product Code: C7516   Box Quantity: 24

Lemon scented drain cleaning sticks for 
year round cleanliness and fragrance

Cleaning Sticks clean and prevent the build up of dirt 
and unpleasant odours thanks to the effectiveness of 
their enzymes and the fresh lemon scent.

Ideal for use in the kitchen, bathroom, shower and all 
other drains!

12 sticks in a box.

Before

After

year round cleanliness and fragrance

Product Code: C7100   Box Quantity: 24

Our radiator brush cleans radiators and small vents 
in anything from tumble dryers to cars. Made from 
real goat hair, it picks up dust as it moves through 
narrow spaces and the long, flexible neck allows you 
to clean even the most difficult-to-reach places. 

Easy Reach Rad Brush



Houseware Houseware

3938

    1 metre  Product Code: C7332    Box Quantity: 24

    3 metres  Product Code: C7333    Box Quantity: 24

Available in 1metre and 3metre lengths

Nano Gel Tape
Double sided, super sticky and ultra strong

Nano Gel Tape is ideal for fixing everything without the need for glue, screws 
or drilling. Despite its super strength it is easy to remove so you can fix and 
rearrange it time and time again, yet leaves no sticky residue when you peel 
it off. If Nano Gel Tape gets dirty, simply rinse under a tap until clean. It then 
becomes 100% sticky again.

Perfect for hanging picture frames, holding down rugs and carpets, storing 
tools and DIY equipment and much more!

It’s even waterproof so can be used outdoors or in wet and damp 
environments.

Handy Helper Handy Helper is a flexible pick up tool 
equipped with a four claw clamp perfect for 
clearing plug holes, pipes and drains from 
hateful hair and dirt obstructions that block the 
normal water flow.

This great device can also be used to grab and 
retrieve objects that inadvertently end up in 
places that are difficult to reach such as under 
a sofa, behind furniture, between car seats and 
much more. 

Product Code: C7511   Box Quantity: 24

Flexible Pick Up Tool



Houseware Houseware

This easy-reach microfibre windscreen mop 
with pivoting head is the ideal tool to keep your 
windscreens clear of mist and moisture. It’s also 
great for mopping up condensation on windows.

    Product Code: C7043     Box Quantity: 36

Screen Clean

4140

Product Code: C7221   Box Quantity: 48

This great extendable duster with telescopic 
handle and clever microfibre head is fabulous 
for tackling high ceilings, difficult to reach 
areas of your home and delicate objects. 

Telescopic handle extends to 62cms.

The  
Mighty Little 
Extendable Duster
This great extendable duster with telescopic 
handle and clever microfibre head is fabulous 
for tackling high ceilings, difficult to reach 
areas of your home and delicate objects. 

Telescopic handle extends to 62cms.

The 
Mighty Little 
Extendable Duster



Houseware HousewareHouseware

This fantastic extendable duster is great for tackling 
high ceilings, difficult to reach areas of your home 
and delicate objects.

No more overreaching and bending with a tactile 
easy grip telescopic handle.

The pivoting and detachable microfibre ultra soft 
chenille head is long lasting and highly absorbent.

Rotates 360 degrees and locks at multiple angles.

Telescopic handle extends to 90cms.

Product Code: C7262   Box Quantity: 48

The Mighty Big Duster

4342

Folding Bucket

This clever collapsible bucket is the perfect 
solution for an array of household tasks. It’s made 
from a strong but flexible material, has a capacity 
of 10 litres and conveniently folds flat down to a 
5cm depth for storage. 

Durable and lightweight the Folding Bucket is 
great for camping and caravanning, perfect for car 
washing and ideal for washing floors.

Features a hanging hole for easy storage and a 
spouted rim for pouring.

Convenient, strong and space saving

Product Code: C7334   Box Quantity: 12



Houseware Houseware

4544

Product Code: C7082   Box Quantity: 12

With built in squeegee 
and telescopic handle

Our multi-function broom is suitable for use on 
laminate floors, garden decking, patios, paving and 
even carpets.

It features a telescopic handle and the broom head 
incorporates a rubber blade which can be used as 
a squeegee for cleaning windows, conservatories 
and other difficult to reach glazed areas.

Clean Sweep
Rubber Broom

This flameless rechargeable lighter with micro 
USB cable is ideal for lighting candles, BBQ’s, 
camp fires, gas hobs, fireworks and more. 

Easier, safer, faster and cleaner as there is no 
spark, flame, fluid, gas or harmful fossil fluids.

Wind and weather resistant.

Plasma Lighter

Product Code: C7265   Box Quantity: 24



Houseware Houseware

4746

Product Code: C7235   Box Quantity: 24

The revolutionary new system for suction 
hooks. The long lasting, powerful grip makes 
Push & Fix ideal for use around the home, 
bathroom, office, workspace and more!

Simply push to fit on any flat clean surface. 

Easy to remove.

Push and Fix
Suction Hooks

Take the hard work out of cleaning your car, 
caravan and motorhome. This clever device 
draws soapy water into the lightweight handle. 
As you clean, soapy water is delivered through 
the cleaning head right where you need it.  
The faux lamb’s wool cleaning head can be 
removed for cleaning.

Auto Wash Stick

    Wash Stick  Product Code: C7047    Box Quantity: 12

    Replacement Cloth  Product Code: C7057    Box Quantity: 24

Spare faux lamb’s wool cloths sold separately.



Houseware Houseware

Product Code: C7096   Box Quantity: 24

This handy cleaning device can be used again and 
again and does not leave a sticky residue. 

When it gets dirty just wash under water and 
reuse. 

Comes complete with storage case.

Reusable lint & pet hair sticky roller

Easy Stick 

4948

Product Code: C7362   Box Quantity: 24

This great cloth produces lint and streak free 
finishes and the long, non abrasive fibres help 
lift grime and dirt, making it perfect for car 
valeting and cleaning jobs around the home.

Dimensions 59 x 29cms.  

Machine washable.

The Mighty 
Microfibre Cloth



Houseware Lighting

5150

Product Code: C7525   Box Quantity: 24

Hydro Mat
Comfortable and secure 
non slip shower mat
Quick drying, mould and dirt resistant.

Interwoven fibre allows for easy drainage
preventing water and soap build up.

Dimensions: 60cms x 40cms

Mag Brite
Portable cordless LED work light with magnetic base

Mag Brite features a magnetic base with 
built in ratcheting stand and is lightweight 
and easy to use.

Multiple set up options include horizontal, 
vertical and torch for all round light.

Requires 4 x AA batteries - not included.

Product Code: C7518   Box Quantity: 24

Great for... 

• Workshops

• Vehicle repairs

• DIY projects

• Camping

and much more!

30
ULTRA BRIGHT 

COB LED’s



Lighting Lighting

Safe Run
LED and reflective harness

Product Code: C7486   Box Quantity: 24

Keep safe and visible when you are out running, 
cycling or walking the dog as it gets dark. 

Comes equipped with 4 white LED lights in the front, 
and 4 red LED lights in the back and features 3 light 
functions - slow blink, fast blink and constant. 

Harness includes reflector strips and elasticated, 
adjustable straps that will fit everyone. Can easily be 
worn over a large winter jacket.

2 X CR2032 batteries (included) 

5352

This floating multi-coloured LED light projects dots and 
rays of coloured light which move and swirl, providing 
fun for all the family.

A fun and attractive alternative to candles for a soft, 
relaxing light when having a soak, making bath time 
more interactive.

Produces 5 different light modes. Choose fast and slow 
flashing, slow fading, or constant. Just press the ON/
OFF/MODE button to switch effects.

Water resistant.

Product Code: C7388   Box Quantity: 24

Floating Light Show



Lighting Lighting

360º Swivel Brite
Built in sensors detect darkness and movement and 
the 16 powerful LED’s light up porches, doorways 
and so much more.

The fully rotational eyeball design helps position 
light exactly where you need it and magnetically 
attaches to the base which comes with 3 fixing 
options: Magnetic, 3M adhesive, or screw mount.

Fit in seconds, no wiring required.

Can also be removed and used as a compact torch.

Weather resistant.

Product Code: C7243   Box Quantity: 12

5554

Warm white lights - Product Code: C7482   Box Quantity: 48

Multi-coloured lights - Product Code: C7483   Box Quantity: 48

The versatile decorative party light. 
Perfect for Christmas, Halloween, 
decoration and more!

Bottle Lights



Lighting Lighting

Product Code: C7284   Box Quantity: 48

Solar Bottle Lights
These smart solar powered LED lights with 
an imitation wine stopper provide a sparkling 
decorative feature in empty glass bottles. Charge 
during the day in the sun’s rays and they turn on 
automatically when it gets dark! 

Solar Bottle Lights are mainly for outdoor use as 
they require sunlight to charge but they also work 
indoors if left on a window sill or other light area 
in the house where there is plenty of sun during 
the day. Perfect for garden areas, al fresco dining, 
evening parties, weddings and more! 

8 to 10 hours of charging provides 4 to 6 hours 
of light. 

56

Balloon Light

Balloon Light brings an element of fun to a 
childs bedroom or nursery. 

Perfect as a night light and also a decoration, 
this great device brings an element of 
cosiness and comfort to a little ones 
environment.

Simply pull the cord to switch on and pull 
again to switch off.

Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included). 

Product Code: C7523   Box Quantity: 24

Warm and comforting LED light

57



Gift Gift

Hat with integrated rechargeable 
LED light.

Built in and removable high 
powered LED light and rechargeable 
via integrated USB port.

Ideal for walking, cycling, camping, 
jogging, auto repairs, school and all 
manner of outdoor activities. Great 
for hands free night work.

One size fits all.

Product Code: C7270   Box Quantity: 24

Beanie Brite 

58 59

Seat Support
Lightweight and easy to attach - perfect for 
home, office or driving.

Seat Support gently follows your body’s 
contours allowing for uniform support and 
improved posture.

Product Code: C7522   Box Quantity: 12



Gift Gift

60

Multi Tool Keyring
with built in LED light

Product Code: C7519   Box Quantity: 24

The perfect pocket sized tool kit 
for quick jobs on the go!

Ideal for:

• Home and kitchen

• Camping and hiking

• Garden and outdoor

• Unexpected tasks

2 x CR972 batteries included

1

2

3 5

4

Bottle opener

Penknife

Slotted
screwdriver

Phillips
screwdriver

LED light

5
USEFUL 

FUNCTIONS
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The quick and easy way to cut wrapping paper
Fast Cut
Ideal for Christmas, birthday and celebration gifts. 

Slide Fast Cut over the paper roll then pull the paper out 
to the required length and slide Fast Cut down to the 
bottom of the roll to cut.

Product Code: C7287   Box Quantity: 24



Gift Gift

Mood Snood
Lifestyle Bandana
The versatile microfibre lifestyle bandana that can be worn in 
over eleven different ways. Lightweight and in a range of stylish 
colours and designs, this multifunction headwear can be used as 
a scarf, face covering, headband, sweatband, Alice band, beanie 
or hair tie to name but a few. 

Super warm, it protects against the elements and can be worn 
under a motorcycle or cycle helmet. Great for walking, running, 
skiing and winter sports and can be worn as a face covering. 

Pink Cross Hatch - 
Product Code: C7472

Union Jack - 
Product Code: C7476

Camouflage - 
Product Code: C7473

Purple Leaves - 
Product Code: C7477

White Flower - 
Product Code: C7471

Grey Map - 
Product Code: C7475

Charcoal - 
Product Code: C7470

Blue Paisley - 
Product Code: C7474

Eight great designs available

Each design boxed in quantities of 24

This practical and comfortable belt keeps personal items 
and important documents secure and close to hand. 

Ideal for travel, holidays and sporting activities.

Great for campers, walkers, cyclists and fitness enthusiasts.

One size fits all.

Stretch Pocket Belt

Product Code: C7089   Box Quantity: 24
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Gift Gift

The Leg Pillow relieves back, hip and knee pain during 
sleep. It prevents the knees pushing against each other 
and in that way reduces the pressure on them. It also 
improves the sleeping posture by allowing the spine to 
adopt a natural position. 

The removable, breathable cover prevents the pillow 
becoming hot during sleep and is machine washable.

Improve your natural sleeping posture  
for a comfortable and healthy sleep

Leg Pillow

relieves back, hip and knee pain during 
sleep. It prevents the knees pushing against each other 
and in that way reduces the pressure on them. It also 
improves the sleeping posture by allowing the spine to 

The removable, breathable cover prevents the pillow 
becoming hot during sleep and is machine washable.

Product Code: C7281   Box Quantity: 12

Product Code: C7102   Box Quantity: 24

Simply wet the towel, squeeze out any excess 
water, give it a shake for 5-10 seconds and the 
Cool Touch Ice Towel will drop in temperature 
providing a cooling and soothing effect.

Cool Touch Ice Towel will stay cool for over two 
hours when wet and can be used again and 
again-simply store it until you need it for that 
fresh blast of coolness.

Perfect for the gym and sporting activities, hiking 
and camping, gardening, holidays, headaches and 
hot flushes.

Cool Touch Ice Towel is machine washable 
at 30°C and is made from non-chemical and 
hypoallergenic materials.

Cools instantly when wet
Cool Touch Ice Towel

Product Code: C7102   Box Quantity: 24

and camping, gardening, holidays, headaches and 
hot flushes.

Cool Touch Ice Towel is machine washable 
at 30°C and is made from non-chemical and 
hypoallergenic materials.
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Gift Gift

Product Code: C7238   Box Quantity: 24

Product Code: C7531   Box Quantity: 36

This flexible extension for electrical 
screwdrivers is ideal for fixing and removing 
screws in difficult and hard to reach places.

Suitable for all types of screw bits.

Includes bit set in holder and adapter.

Viper Driver

Eco Bag

Gift

Product Code: C7238   Box Quantity: 24

This flexible extension for electrical 
screwdrivers is ideal for fixing and removing 
screws in difficult and hard to reach places.

Suitable for all types of screw bits.

Includes bit set in holder and adapter.

Viper Driver
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The practical and versatile elements of this 
bag allow you to carry an array of everyday 
items keeping everything you need to hand. 

Thanks to its waterproof and easy to clean 
inner lining, it can be used as an icebox, 
beach bag or picnic bag. 

In addition to its 4 spacious net pockets and 
adjustable strap, Eco Bag has a convenient 
Velcro fastener with a sturdy reinforced 
frame.

Multipurpose bag with 
waterproof inner lining



Birdcare & Pets Birdcare & Pets

Best Friend 
Feeder
Ideal for small garden birds that 
cling to feed. Blue tits, finches, 
wrens, coal tits, great tits and 
sparrows will love it! 

Simply twist the lid off and fill with 
bird seed. If the lid becomes hard 
to twist, loosen with a lubricant 
such as candle wax.

Best Friend Feeder can hang from 
a hook or tree branch and can also 
be pole mounted.

Clean the feeder regularly with hot 
water and washing up liquid.

Product Code: C7481   Box Quantity: 6
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Caring for the birds in  
your garden

Simply fill each globe with a fat ball and 
hang individually on a branch, or join 
together to create a string or garland.

Pack of 6 including hooks.

Fat balls not included.

Fat Ball 
Garland

Product Code: C7330   Box Quantity: 24



Birdcare & Pets Birdcare & Pets

Product Code: C7136   Box Quantity: 24

Why not get a closer look at garden 
birds from the comfort of your home 
with the Window Bird Feeder.

Simple and easy to install it sticks to 
any window with a strong suction cup.

Window  
Bird Feeder
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Our Bird Feeder Kit turns empty plastic 
bottles into wild bird feeders helping 
the environment and the wildlife. 

The kit fits most bottle types and is 
easy to use. 

Product Code: C7095   Box Quantity: 48

Bird Feeder Kit



Birdcare & Pets Birdcare & Pets

Like the feeder kit, Hydration Station 
turns empty plastic bottles into wild 
bird watering stations, benefitting the 
environment and the wildlife. 

The kit fits most bottle types and is easy 
to use.

Product Code: C7014   Box Quantity: 24

Hydration Station
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   Green apple Product Code: C7039  Box Quantity: 48

   Red apple Product Code: C7038  Box Quantity: 48

A fun range of apple shaped 
feeders for all the family. 

Ideal for bird seed and can even 
be used with Niger seed.

Fruity Feeders
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Product Code: C7192   Box Quantity: 12

This ingenious dog toy is designed to keep 
your dog happy, healthy and entertained 
all day. The Doggies Ball makes a noise 
whenever it is moved and engages the 
natural instincts of your dog. The six 
indented holes and durable construction 
also makes picking it up easy and 
encourages more active play and exercise. 
It’s great for all sizes of dog and doesn’t 
need any batteries.

Doggies Ball
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Interactive motion cat toy

Funny Fish is a soft and cat friendly 
toy which faithfully reproduces the 
movements of a fish and stimulates the 
hunting instinct of your feline friend.

Equipped with a movement sensor 
it activates during play and stops 
automatically when no longer in use.

Funny Fish is made of highly resistant 
materials and the outer cover is 
removable and washable in cold water.

200 mAh Li-ion battery and  
USB charging cable included.
Power supply not included.

Funny Fish

Product Code: C7520   Box Quantity: 24

30 cms
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Food dispenser and foraging aid 
This safe and durable pet toy encourages play 
and exercise and promotes portion control.

Reduces boredom and destructive behaviour.

Easy grip cap unscrews to add food or treats 
as well as making cleaning easy. Built in 
ventilation holes allow for aroma release, 
encouraging your pet to chase and play.

Suitable for most varieties of treats.

Made of high quality ABS and polycarbonate 
material.

Product Code: C7277   Box Quantity: 24

Easy Treats Dog Toy
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Product Code: C7224   Box Quantity: 24

Your pet will always have fresh 
water when on the move. Just 
squeeze to fill the bowl and the 
one way valve keeps the remaining 
water clean. Incorporating a 
convenient hanging clip for 
attaching to belt or bag.

Great for walks, car journeys, on 
the beach and much more.

BPA free.

Aqua Pet  
Travel Bottle
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Pet Laundry Bag

Product Code: C7385   Box Quantity: 48

The Pet Laundry Bag protects your washing machine, 
keeping it clean from loose pet hair and debris.

It works like a filtration system for your washing machine, 
retaining all pet hair inside the laundry bag whilst 
allowing a free flow of water throughout the laundry bag 
during the wash cycle.

Any trapped pet hair remaining in the laundry bag after 
a wash can be easily shaken out preventing the clogging 
of your washing machine filter. Pet Laundry Bag can also 
prevent buckles and straps damaging your machine when 
washing items such as collars and harnesses.

It has a user friendly zip front closure and useful hanging 
loop and when not in use is handy for storing away your 
pet laundry until ready for washing.

EXTRA 
LARGE
75x80cms
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Keeps your washing machine  
pet hair free!

Walk Torch
& poo bag dispenser

Perfect for dog walking at dusk and after dark as 
the 3 x bright LED lights makes cleaning up easy.

Safe, convenient and easy to use, the Walk Torch 
is small enough to fit in your pocket and can also 
clip on to leads, belt loops or back packs. The body 
of the torch simply unscrews so that rolls of bags 
can be replaced. 

Includes 2 x rolls (20 bags per roll).  
Refill bags available.

3 x LR44 button batteries included.

Available in green and black.

   Refill bags Product Code: C7338  Box Quantity: 24

   Walk Torch Product Code: C7337  Box Quantity: 24



Here is just a small selection  
of some of our proud retail partners Carriage paid delivery

Carriage Paid orders are as follows: 

UK Mainland  £135

Northern Ireland  £135

Ireland   £350

Channel Islands  £600

For orders less than carriage paid,  
the following delivery charges apply:

UK Mainland  £8

Northern Ireland  £15

Ireland   £25

Channel Islands  £100

Phone us for a prompt and courteous service  
on 01476 564230

or email sales@creativeproducts.ltd.uk


